CASE STUDY:
SCHERZINGER PEST CONTROL

OPPORTUNITY:
Reallocating Service Time
to Increase Inspections
BACKGROUND
This warehouse complex consists of three large structures located in a
suburban environment. Over time the mouse problem on the property

SITE:
Dry goods food
warehouse complex

necessitated an increase in service to four times per month for all exterior
rodent stations.
This client was committed to a next generation pest management program.

LOCATION:
Ohio

Because the buildings had aged, there was a desire for an increase in inspection
and exclusion work. Rodenticides had been discontinued since 2011, so snap
traps were the control used in all exterior rodent stations. The client was aware
of the ActiveSense™ system and was interested in the concept of remote
monitoring, but unsure about the reliability.

ACTIVESENSE™ SYSTEM DEPLOYED

TARGET PEST:
House mouse
(Mus musculus)
and deer mouse
(Peromyscus
maniculatus)

As a demonstration, ActiveSense was first used around one of the warehouse
buildings. The use demonstrated that alerts reliably notified of rodent
activity. Alerts also showed trends with certain rodent stations being active
at certain times of the year. Based on this trial, the client approved installing

COMPANY:
ScherZinger
Pest Control

ActiveSense sensors in about 50 exterior rodent stations around the two main
warehouse structures.

“We promote ActiveSense as providing peace of mind from 24/7/365 monitoring.”
Patrick Boland, ACE
Technical Director
ScherZinger Pest Control
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MONITORING AND RESULTS
• Reliability of alerts to indicate that a trap has snapped (whether it involved a rodent kill or not) has been close to 100 percent.
• The overall number of rodent kills has remained steady due to the heavy population in the area, but exterior station
inspections have been reduced. With the ActiveSense™ system deployed, exterior rodent station service on the first, second
and third Mondays of the month is limited to stations that have had a snap activity. On the fourth Monday of the month,
all exterior stations are inspected.
• Time saved has been shifted to proactive inspection of the interior of the warehouse, especially aisles and pallet
storage areas.
• Data from ActiveSense is shared with the client and included on the service reports.

SERVICE TECHNICIANS BENEFIT FROM THE ACTIVESENSE™ SYSTEM

“My guys love ActiveSense. My supervisor and technicians are all kind of investigative
geeks that like to do some looking and digging to find problems.It’s boring to have to
go inspect station after station. The time ActiveSense saves us is now being used to
do an inspection of the rest of the plant. That means our client reports are much more
detailed in terms of deficiencies to the structure, particularly on the sanitation side
of things. We’re seeing dog food and birdseed cleanups faster. That impacts even the
insect side of things.”
Patrick Boland, ACE

Technical Director
ScherZinger Pest Control

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON ACTIVESENSE, VISIT WWW.ACTIVESENSE.COM.
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